Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
PRIVATE BANK ISSUES

Australia’s first banknote. The only known example and of the highest historical importance.

2800*
Bank of New South Wales, ten shillings, Sydney, 8 April 1817, No.55, imprint S. Clayton Sculptr, payable to J.Lee or
bearer, signed E.S.Hall Cashier, Entd. R. Campbell Jun. Signed by directors J.Harris and R.Jenkins (MVR type 1a), tablet
on back with legend. Printed at the office of the Sydney Gazette. Three vertical folds, perforations on centre-fold otherwise
fine and clear, excessively rare if not unique, the ultimate Australian banknote icon.
$125,000
The unassuming appearance of this note belies its vast significance. Recently brought to light from a private Scottish collection, it was issued the day the
Bank of New South Wales opened in 1817 and is Australia’s oldest known banknote. The story behind the note follows the establishment of Australia’s
first bank and regulated currency issue.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Lachlan Macquarie, upon arrival in Sydney at the end of 1809, was confronted with a colony in crisis. Those who arrived with the
First Fleet in 1788, with only two years’ provisions and without knowledge of Australian agricultural conditions, had nearly starved. Compounding the
problem of basic survival was the lack of a stable local monetary system. A provisional local currency had evolved including promissory notes that were
easily forged and often dishonoured, a mixture of overseas coins brought to the colony by visiting ships, and anything that could be used for barter,
especially rum. As the new governor, Macquarie was given extensive powers to reshape the colony, but despite this, his first request to London to establish
a bank was rejected. In 1812, to alleviate the shortage of currency, he imported £10,000 in Spanish coins from India and manufactured the famed holey
dollars and dumps. These efforts did little to improve the situation. The import was insufficient to meet the needs of the colony and the other prevalent
practices continued. So efforts to establish a bank were renewed.
In 1816, Macquarie revived the plan, this time pushing ahead without approval from London. Upmost in his mind were the needs of the colony for a stable
and secure currency to facilitate commerce and trade. At a meeting with 13 selected citizens in the Judge Advocate’s chambers it was agreed that a bank
would be established. On 22 March 1817, the charter for the first bank in Australia signed by Governor Macquarie, was delivered to the banks President,
prompting the Sydney Gazette, voicing the support of the community, to hail the move as a ‘great colonial undertaking’.
Thirty-nine respondents offered to invest a total £5,000 of the £20,000 allotment after an invitation to subscribe was published in the Sydney Gazette on
5 December 1816. With the capital groundwork laid, prospective subscribers then approved a committee of fifteen to draft a corporate constitution of
the bank, which was completed on 29 January 1817 and submitted to a General Meeting on 7 February. Forty-nine of fifty regulations were unanimously
adopted and the remaining rule was amended. One particular rule stipulated the notes to be issued; two shillings & sixpence, five shillings, ten shillings, one
pound and five pounds, signed by two directors and the cashier, and countersigned by the principal bookkeeper. The seven elected directors were D’Arcy
Wentworth, John Harris, Robert Jenkins, Thomas Wylde, Alexander Riley, William Redfern and John Thomas Campbell (President and Chairman). The
first meeting of directors took place on 12 February where, among other things, it was decided to appoint an engraver.
Samuel Clayton, the colony’s first engraver, was appointed to produce plates for the new banknotes. As a measure against forgery and until banknote
paper arrived from England in 1820, the back of each note was to be inscribed with a legend by a letterpress unique to the colony. The legend on the note
in question is previously unrecorded and reads ‘When we cease to render strict and impartial Justice in the Administration of the Affairs of the Bank, as
it regards the Public on one hand, and the Proprietors on the other, be our Names and Characters branded in perpetual Infamy’. This security measure
had been established earlier in 1815 when the Sydney Gazette also printed the Police Fund notes, of which only unissued forms now exist. The verse was,
however, in latin from Cicero. The left margin device used on the Police Fund notes is virtually identical with this note, showing wavy lines interspersed
with stars, the guiding light to the colony. The border device on the back is also indentical with that on the Police Fund notes.
The final major decision regarded the place of business. A committee of three directors, including Jenkins, inspected premises offered by tender. On 6 March
they selected the house of Mrs Mary Reibey in Macquarie Place with terms of a two year lease at a rental of £150 per annum.
On 8 April 1817 the Bank of New South Wales opened for business at 10am. One hundred ten shillings notes were issued on the first day. In accordance
with a decision recorded in the bank’s minutes of that day, all notes were made payable to ‘J.Lee or bearer’. It should be noted that John Lee is listed in
the Colonial Secretary Index 1788-1825 as being rewarded from the Police Fund for £10-0-0 on 10 February 1816 as ‘a reward for himself...[for] catching
two horses belonging to Assistant Surgeon Redfern’. William Redfern was a founding director of the bank (see above).
It was two years before Macquarie replied to the advice from London, by which time the bank was a proven success, forcing it in 1822 to move to new
and larger premises on George Street. With a vision of the future, faith in the colony and the support of the public, Macquarie had established a great
Australian enterprise, confident it would provide the solution to the currency problem in the colony. After concluding his service as governor, Macquarie
regarded the Bank of New South Wales as his chief financial accomplishment, referring to it in a letter to Lord Bathurst as ‘the saving of the colony from
ruin’. Indeed, the immediate impact of the new bank extended beyond New South Wales - The Bank of Van Diemen’s Land was modelled after the original
charter and opened in 1824. Today the Bank of New South Wales continues operation after merging with the Commercial Bank of Australia Limited on
1 October 1982, becoming Westpac Banking Corporation.

2801*
Bank of New South Wales, receipt for second instalment of twenty five pounds for subscription for one share of Bank
Capital Stock, No 29 dated 1st Day of April 1817, from John Wentworth by the Lord D (D’Arcy) Wentworth, signed
E.S.Hall Cashier and Mr. Thos. Campbell (President). Extremely fine, the only example in private hands and of the utmost
significance as the earliest known piece of scrip for Australia.
$10,000
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2802*
Bank of New South Wales, Certificate for one share Bank Capital Stock one hundred pounds Mrs Margaret Campbell
(wife of Robert Campbell Junior, the first accountant of the Bank), No. 117, Sydney 23 February 1820, signed by Jno Thos
Campbell President, and Anthill Directors and entered by Fras. Williams signed on the back “Received Sixty pounds Sterling
(£60stg out of the Bank Stock on account of the within share M. Campbell”. Printed on thick parchment, plate heavily
embossed into the paper, miniature pin-holes otherwise good very fine and the excessively rare first issue certificate.
$12,000

Lot 2803 back
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A Historically Important Handwritten Bill of Exchange by J.G.Bussell to Stephen Henty
2803*
Handwritten Bill of Exchange, the first, issued at Augusta November 14th 1835 by J.G. Bussell for £50 payable to Stephen
Henty Esq., addressed to Captain Swanston, Derwent Bank, Van Diemens Land, 341 lower left corner, endorsed on back
‘Pay Messrs Henty & Co, or order, Stephen Henty, Henty & Co.’ ‘Pay James P Poynter Esq or order, C.S. Henty , James
P. Poynter’. Crowned cartouche with Britannia enclosed as watermark. Top left corner torn off, not affecting the note
otherwise nearly extremely fine and of outstanding historical interest, the only known example to the renowned Henty
family, the founding fathers of Victoria.
$25,000
Ex W.J.D. Mira Collection.
The Hentys. Six months before their arrival at the Swan River on the Warrior in March 1830, Stephen, James and John, sons of Thomas Henty, a Sussex
merino wool breeder and banker of middling wealth, had on 12 October 1829 landed from their chartered ship the Caroline. Thomas, with seven sons and
one daughter, saw the promise of free land grants proportionate to the ‘wealth’ he would bring with him; servants, labourers, artisans and their families
– an entourage exceeding thirty. The Henty brothers, like the Bussells and their colleagues six months later, found the Governor had made all the grants
he intended for the foreseeable future. Malloy stayed in Augusta. Bussell moved further north and it is from his holdings there that the town of Busselton
came into being.
Edward set up trade store at Fremantle until he could plan the future. The land around King Georges Sound was checked; a quasi military outpost had
been constructed to deter possible French designs, however it was unsuitable. The Hentys migrated again, this time to northern Tasmania, and again they
were thwarted again – there were no grants of suitable land.
In 1832 Thomas and the family migrated and moved to Launceston but not until Thomas called in at the Swan to vet the quality of the land he may have
owned. He was not impressed. The family; Thomas and his wife Jane (26), Charles [the banker] , William [the solicitor, who remained in England], Edward
[the businessman], Stephen [pastoralist and trader] and Frank and John [the pastoralists]. In the interim a small schooner, the Thistle, was purchased by
James in view of Stephen being active in trading, whaling and sealing. The family enterprise, now Henty & Co., expanded to Augusta, King Georges Sound,
The Vasse and on at least one occasion as far as New Zealand. Always looking for suitable land, Edward noted on one trip a group of whalers and sealers
settled at Portland Bay. The land was perfect. It was unsettled and ripe for the taking. The only government was in far away Sydney, so they squatted.
It took over a decade for the Government and the Hentys to reach a compromise regarding the ownership of the Portland Bay holdings, Merino Downs,
Muntham, Sandford and Connells’s Run. In mid-1835 Edward bought a schooner, the Sally Anne; this was hired by the government to run a monthly
trading service between the Western ports and Launceston. This operated until late-1835. It was during this period that the Bussell – Henty note was
issued, 14th November 1835. From here the Henty Dynasty grew in stature and status making major contributions to the development of Victoria and
northern Tasmania.
A contemporary wrote of Stephen Henty: ‘trustworthy, effective man of business – the boldest of the brothers... more balanced than Edward – stronger
than William – more flexible than James – wider interests than Francis.’ Of Frances, Stephen’s wife, he said: ‘a nonagenerian... a historic personage.’
James P. Poynter was the first manager of the Bank of Australasia.
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2804*
Military Bill of Exchange, Hobart Town, V.D Land 14 January 1845, third of exchange payable to John Dunn Esq for
fifty pounds issued by Francis James 11th Regt, addressed to Messrs Hopkinson & Co, Army Agents, 3 Regent Street,
London with discount encashment note attached ‘£50 off 3/47 paid in cash PM’ (PM = pro manager). Vignette of ships
on left border, imprint of Bock Hobart Town. Spike hole otherwise very fine.
$500
Ex W.J.D. Mira Collection. Similar to lots 2772, 2774 (Sale 77), this is the only example we have seen on behalf of the military.
John Dunn (1790-1861), merchant and banker, was born in Scotland, son of William Dunn, a weaver. At 16 he was apprenticed to a ‘manufacturer of
cotton and linen’ and his articles were endorsed in 1811. Dunn set sail to Van Diemen’s Land in 1821 aboard Hope with wife Catherine née Colville and
son John. En route the Hope was wrecked on the Goodwin Sands and the family was transferred to the Heroine, where they joined with Dunn’s wealthy
mother-in-law. Arriving at Hobart Town on 10 September 1822, the family was granted land on the South Esk River, which Dunn soon sold to set up
a shop on the corner of Elizabeth and Bathurst Streets in Hobart. From these premises Dunn gained a reputation of minor notoriety by issuing ‘small
promissory notes on wretched paper which soon wore out, whereon he would refuse to honour them’.
In 1823 Dunn entered banking as an original shareholder of the Bank of Van Diemen’s Land and then in 1828 as a founding director of the Derwent Bank.
He left the Derwent Bank and sold his interests in 1829 and opened the Commercial Bank in June 1829 on the site of Gellibrand’s old Tasmanian Bank.
In 1832 the bank became a joint stock company and hence Dunn ceased to be sole-proprietor, though he maintained his role of managing director until
1857. During his administration the bank was remarkably successful and resulted in Dunn becoming one of the wealthiest and most respected citizens of
the colony.
He died at Hobart on 20 January 1861 and was buried at St George’s Church of England, Battery Point with the chief justice, Sir Valentine Fleming acting
as pallbearer. Dunn’s estate was valued at £116,000.
The North Devonshires. Elements of the 11th Regiment of Foot (the North Devonshires), left Chatham, England on the Castle Eden in July 1845 with
the remainder following a month later on the Ramiles. After arrival, the regiment was stationed in Sydney for only a short time when it was transferred
to Tasmania. A crisis in Sydney occurred when the HQ unit of the 99th mutinied over a ‘grog issue’ and the C.O. called on the Devonshires in Hobart
for assistance. 400 troops under Captain Clark were dispatched immediately for Port Jackson on the barque Tasmania. Arriving in January 1846 the
Devonshires found the mutineers had surrendered. They returned to Tasmania on the Java. The colonists in Sydney later petitioned the Governor for the
unpopular 99th to be withdrawn and replaced with the 11th. This was carried out and the Devonshires served New South Wales until 1857.
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2805*
Van Diemen’s Land, printed bill of exchange, thirty days sight, second of exchange, 2nd Febuary 1844 Commercial Bank
Hobart Town payable to E.P. Butler, signed John Dunn, to Messrs Buckles & Co., Mark Lane, London, vignette of ship
on left, imprint Bock Hobart Town. 2cm tear bottom edge otherwise very fine and rare.
$500
This is the second that matches the third of exchange sold in Sale 77 (lot 2774).

2806
Van Diemen’s Land, Commercial Bank, cashier cheques; No 65 Hobart Town Febuary 1 1841 for £7.10.0 to Commercial
Bank Bagdad Farm No.2 issued by G Butler. No 68 22nd Febuary 1841 for £90.0.0 Mr. M. Harris (Horse) issued by G.
Butler. A series of cheques, lilac main print, all for Hobart Town, for amounts £10.0.0 or £5.0.0 or in one case £4.0.0,
all signed by G. Butler; No 3 15th March 1841; No 30 March 1841; No 87 22nd May 1841; No 12 11th January 1842;
No 13 11th January 1842; No112 13th January 1842; No113 19th January 1842; No 126 1st March 1842; No 128 3rd
March 1842; No.129 5th March 1842; No 131 10th March 1842; No 140 3rd May 1842; No.144 31st May 1842. Fine
- very fine. (17)
$250

2807*
Van Diemen’s Land, handwritten cheque, Hobart Town 10th August 1841 for three hundred pounds, signed by John Glover
(the artist) to Gamaliel Butler Esqr. Hobart Town, rubber stamped in oval Union Bank of Australia, crossed Accepted
Payable at the Commcl Bank by Butler. Endorsed on back John Glover Recd from UBA Thos Towner Cleared to the debt
of G. Butler. Very fine and of considerable historical interest.
$1,000
John Glover (1767-1849), landscape painter, arrived in Hobart on 1 April 1831 with his wife and son John Richardson in the Thomas Lawrie. Already
an accomplished water-colour painter, he was granted 2560 acres, allocated at Mill’s Plains on the northern slope of Ben Lomond. He built his house on
the Nile River, naming his property Patterdale. It was here that Glover produced many of his most famous landscapes. Highly prolific, he is remembered
as one of the most accomplished painters of the early Australian colonial period.

2808
Van Diemen’s Land, Commercial Bank, printed cheques (3) drawn by G. Butler and re-attached to the original butts, No 1
12th May 1839 £5.0.0 ; No 2 29th May 1839 for “Sydney Draft” £750 ; No 92 6th Aug 1841 Cashier of Derwent Bank
to J. Bisdies A/C £.10.8. Also entirely handwritten cheque Bagdad Farm Aug 6 1841 No for £24.0.0, signed over to G.
Butler A/C, endorsed on back Joseph Mawle, large 90 written in red ink on left front. Very fine. (4)
$150
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2809*
South Australian Banking Company, Sight Note, First of Exchange (second and third unpaid), dated Adelaide 27th August
1857 for £2000 Sterling payable to the order of Isaac Corner (in England). Very rare, especially in this form, bottom right
corner missing, otherwise, very fine.
$500
The front of the note has been endorsed vertically in five lines, dated 14 December 1857/Payable at Messrs Currie and Co/ for the South Australian
Banking Company’ and signed by a director and Manager. The back of the note states ‘1857 Dec 19, Original draft left at Gurneys Bank Ipswich - to be
placed (when payable) to the credit of Mr E.P Clarke’ and ‘Corner deceased/ Copy... Order for £2000/ Due 16 January 1858’. The first of Exchange was
addressed to the ‘Court of Directors of the South Australian Banking Company, Old Broad Street London’.

2810*
Bank of Queensland, ten shillings, Brisbane, 1st Febuary 1866, No7350 Dalby, signed by John Ryan, imprint Perkins
Bacon & Co. London (MVR figure 100, also Dalby and No 7357). Quarter folds, central pin hole, minor pin holes, minor
rust spots top margin otherwise good natural colour overall nearly fine and extremely rare, the first of Dalby we have
handled.
$20,000
This specimen, recently discovered in an old book from Northern N.S.W., is new to the market. The Bank failed and suspended payment on 24 July
1866.
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2811*
Bank of New South Wales, five pounds, Albury, 16th April 1868, N5011, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. London, (cf.
MVR type 7a). An interesting contemporary forgery. The paper has split into three sections, “FORGERY” written in ink
back and front, stained and tattered top edge, otherwise fine and very rare, the first we have seen issued for Albury.
$600

2812*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound forgery, issued at Sydney, 1st October, 1897, No. A 97592, hand signed by uncertain
manager and accountant, printed on unwatermarked paper, with imprint in centre of bottom, ‘Charles Skipper & East,
London’, with vignettes of female seated with produce and in top corners oval framed tablet with ONE, all within rectangular
ornate spiral border with words BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES in frame at top and bottom, back with large ONE
within rectangular frame surrounded by a ornate circles in each corner, dark brown on white/red on white, (Vort-Ronald,
p.67-85 on bank, Type Seven (f) and a similar note illustrated as Fig.87). In black pen across note ‘Forgery’, many folds
and creases, otherwise very good and rare.
$500
A ‘photographic’ forgery of a Bank of New South Wales one pound note. Probably a bank teller wrote ‘Forgery’ in across the note, as the style is very good
with the usual rough edges and approximately right colour could allow it to pass for a long period as a genuine note of issue.
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2813*
The London Chartered Bank of Australia, printer’s black and white uniface proof on thick paper, one pound Melbourne
1st July 1873, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co London (MVR type 1c) pencilled in signature reserve “from this”. Tip mark
on back corners otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$6,000

2814*
The London Chartered Bank of Australia, specimen one pound, Sydney, 1st January 1880, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co Engravers & c London (MVR type 2a), overprinted by ink rubber stamp specimen and with four punch hole
cancellation. Uncirculated and rare.
$8,500
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2815*
The London Chartered Bank of Australia, specimen one pound, Melbourne 1st July 1885 Q 25001/Q5000 (MVR type
2d) imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, perforated Specimen/ BW & Co/London. Wide left margin,
uncirculated and rare.
$8,000

2816*
The London Bank of Australia Limited, one pound, Melbourne, 1st Febuary 1903. D72823 (MVR type 2g). Frail but full
note, very good and rare.
$15,000
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2817*
The London Bank of Australia Limited, specimen one hundred pounds, Melbourne 1st December 1908 A00501/A00650,
imprint Bradbury Wilkinson Engravers & c London (MVR type 2g) perforated specimen. Uncirculated and very rare.
$15,000

2818
N.S.W. Hill End, Sight Note, two months after date, pay Richard Evans fifteen pounds, dated 18th December 1873, printed
by F. Cunningham & Co. 186 Pitt Street, Sydney. Tasmania, Great Swan Port, sight note, pay three months after date, fifty
eight pounds, three shillings, dated 31st December 1836. Fine - good fine. (2)
$120

2819
Bank of New South Wales, Bill of Exchange, Sydney 9th December 1886, Third of Exchange to Edmund Williams for
£257.5- crossed first of exchange of same tenor & date duty stamped, printed on Bank of New South Wales watermarked
paper. Extremely fine.
$60

2820
Tasmania, a series of cheques (8) and Solas of exchange (2) all to Messrs Johnstone & Wilmot Launceston, Merchants,
mainly payments for Queensland sugar companies, 1895-1920, some with duty stamps. Also South Australia, unissued
cheque form for Druids 191-. Extremely fine. (11)
$180
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THE VICTORIA COLLECTION
The following 174 lots comprise the collection formed by a late New Zealand Collector who specialised in acquiring fine
engravings of Queen Victoria especially of the Chalon portrait. It is one of the most comprehensive collections of its kind
ever formed and includes many rare and beautiful issues of Australia, Canada and New Zealand. Most of the banknotes
were obtained from sales conducted by ourselves or Spink & Son (London).

AUSTRALIA

2821*
Bank of New South Wales, uniface one pound, Melbourne, undated (18- printed), not numbered, unsigned printer’s
proof, stamped ‘Specimen’ in red in signature reserve, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London, Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, with ‘9th November 1857’ pencilled in bottom border (MVR type 7(e)(2), p.82). Corners trimmed, slight toning
otherwise extremely fine.
$1,200

2822*
Bank of New South Wales, printer’s proof, five pounds, Castlemaine, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co, London, stamped Specimen in signature reserve, with ‘6th April 1850’ pencilled in lower margin (MVR type 7).
Corners trimmed, good extremely fine and rare.
$1,400
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2823*
Bank of New South Wales, ten pounds, Victoria, undated 18-, uniface printer’s proof, not numbered, on card, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co., London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate (MVR Type 7, similar to (e)(2) except with Bank name omitted around
vignette and substituted on top border). Corners trimmed, tipping marks on back otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$800

2824*
Bank of New South Wales, unissued specimen one pound, Sydney, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co Engravers & c. London. Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$9,000
Charles Skipper & East of London printed most post-1860 issues for the Bank of New South Wales, however around 1887 some forgeries appeared and
rival printer Bradbury Wilkinson & Co., submitted some examples of their work for the Bank’s consideration. This design was later adapted for notes
issued by the Bank of Victoria.
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2825*
Bank of Victoria, uniface one pound, without domicile, undated (18- printed), not numbered, unsigned printer’s proof on
card, stamped ‘Specimen’ in black in signature reserve, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London,Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, with ‘May 21st 1856’, ‘1st March plate’ pencilled in bottom border (MVR type 1, p.113). Corners trimmed, 3mm
tear bottom border otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,800

2826*
Bank of Victoria, uniface ten pounds, Geelong, undated (18- printed), not numbered, unsigned printer’s proof on card,
stamped ‘Specimen’ in black in signature reserve, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London,Patent Hardened Steel Plate,
with ‘Septr 21st 1853’ pencilled in bottom border (MVR type 1, p.113). Corners trimmed, tipping adhesive marks on back,
traces of paper adhered to front, 8mm tear centre top edge otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$2,800
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2827*
Bank of Victoria, uniface twenty pounds, Geelong, undated (18- printed), not numbered, unsigned printer’s proof on card,
stamped ‘Specimen’ in black in signature reserve, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London,Patent Hardened Steel Plate,
with ‘August 19th 1854’ pencilled in bottom border (MVR type 1). Corners trimmed, tipping adhesive marks on back,
soiled at bottom otherwise very fine and rare.
$3,000

2828*
Bank of Victoria, specimen one pound, Melbourne, undated 18-, No.E5 00001, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co
Engravers & c. London, with ‘Specimen BW&Co. London’ perforated (MVR type 3a, p.115 fig.122). Nearly uncirculated
and very rare.
$7,000
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2829*
Bank of Victoria, specimen five pounds, Melbourne, undated 18-, discordant serials, No.A00001 & A20000, imprint of
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c. London, with ‘Specimen BW&Co. London’ perforated (MVR type 3c). Nearly
uncirculated and very rare.
$9,500

2830*
Bank of Victoria, specimen ten pounds, Melbourne, undated 18-, discordant serials, No.A0001 & A10000, imprint of
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c. London, with ‘Specimen BW&Co. London’ perforated (MVR type 3c). Nearly
uncirculated and very rare.
$10,000
2831
Queensland Government, vignette as used on back of note issues (MVR type 2). Extremely fine.
$50
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2832*
Union Bank of Australia, specimen one pound, on card, Portland, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon &
Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped ‘Specimen’ across signature reserves, with ‘January 14th / 53’ in pencil
in lower margin (MVR type 1). Tipping marks on back, stained, top edge fold otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,500

2833*
Union Bank of Australia, specimen five pounds, on card, Portland, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped ‘Specimen’ across signature reserves, with ’18th January / 1853' in
pencil in lower margin (MVR type 1). Tipping marks and water stain on back, ink marks on surface otherwise extremely
fine and rare.
$2,000
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2834*
Union Bank of Australia, specimen ten pounds, on card, Portland, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped ‘Specimen’ across signature reserves, with ‘February 2nd 1853’ in
pencil in lower margin (MVR type 1). Tipping marks on back, ink marks on surface otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$3,000

2835*
Union Bank of Australia, specimen twenty pounds, on card, Bathurst, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped ‘Specimen’ across signature reserves, with ’29th of January 1852'
in pencil in lower margin (MVR type 1). Tipping marks on back otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$4,500
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2836*
Union Bank of Australia, printer’s proof, one pound, colour on card, Sydney, 1st Jany 1877, not numbered, no imprint
(not in MVR). Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$3,500
Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.

2837*
Union Bank of Australia, printer’s proof, five pounds, on card, Brisbane, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, stamped ‘Specimen’ across signature reserves (MVR type 2(a), similar
to Fig.226, p.224). Back slightly dirty otherwise extremely fine and rare.
$2,000
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2838*
Union Bank of Australia, specimen fifty pounds, Melbourne, 1st May 1878, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, three punchole cancellations stamped in signature reserve, with ‘July 1878’ in pencil
in lower margin (MVR type 2(a)). All corners except lower right trimmed, lower right corner small fold, tiny indent top
edge, minor creases top right corner otherwise mainly pristine, good extremely fine and rare.
$5,000
2839
Union Bank of Australia, (part, approx. one quarter) one pound, date and domicile not visible, 2Y 20098 (Perth domicile
serial) (MVR type 2(b)). Mounted on grid paper with short essay on Chalon portrait written in cursive script. Very fine.
$250

2840*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1910), superscribed issue on The Union Bank of Australia Limited, one pound, Melbourne, No.
3/F 96218, superscribed serial A 845783, (R. S59, this note illustrated as Fig.295 Vort-Ronald). Many folds and creases,
with two small pinholes and tear behind Britannia, otherwise good fine and extremely rare.
$25,000
Ex Newcastle Superscribed Hoard, Roy Brook Collection (lot 437) and Dr Alan Nicholson Collection (lot 1685).
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2841*
Lane Brothers, Bank of Good Value, West Maitland, New South Wales, Discount note, issued at Cheapside West Maitland,
one shilling coupon as a discount for every one pound worth of goods purchased by bearer, dated 1893 (sic, from shilling
dated 1893 but error type for this date), no watermark, green on white with brown band/ brown and green on white.
Many pinholes, several creases, otherwise good fine and very rare, possibly unique.
$900
Ex Spink Australia Sale 1 (lot 260 part) and Dr Alan Nicholson Collection Pt II (lot 603).

BAHAMAS

2842*
Bahamas, Bank of Nassau, printer’s proof in blue, five shillings, Nassau, undated 18-, not numbered (P.SA1, issued note
in red). Nearly uncirculated.
$1,100
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CANADA

part

2843*
Province of Nova Scotia, one pound or twenty shillings, Halifax, 1st June 1854, No.117379, imprint Perkins Bacon &
Petch London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate. Also printer’s proof Chalon Portrait vignette, mounted on card. Pin-holes,
very good.
$600
Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.

2844*
Province of Nova Scotia, uniface printer’s proof in black, five dollars, mounted on card, Halifax, 1st August 1866, not
numbered, imprint American Bank Note Co. New York, with two hole-punch cancellations in signature reserves (P.S140).
Nearly uncirculated.
$700
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2845*
Province of Nova Scotia, uniface printer’s proof, five dollars, mounted on card, Halifax, 1st August 1866, No.74698, imprint
American Bank Note Co. New York, with four hole-punch cancellations in signature reserves, ‘Plate proof’ pencilled on
back (P.S140). Nearly uncirculated.
$700

2846*
People’s Bank of Halifax, uniface printer’s proofs (front and back), twenty dollars, 25th May 1864, not numbered, imprint
American Bank Note Co NY, with ‘Plate proof’ pencilled on back. Mounted on card, extremely fine.
$600
The People’s Bank of Halifax was established in 1864. The Bank with its twenty-six branches was absorbed by The Bank of Montreal in 1905.
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2847*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, ten dollars, Toronto, undated 184-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Petch London Patent Hardened Steel Plate, with ‘Specimen’ stamped in black ink in signature reserve. Stuck on card,
good.
$150

2848*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, one dollar, Toronto, undated, not numbered, imprint Perkins Bacon &
Co. London, with ‘August 12th / 52’ ‘Double plate’ pencilled in lower margin (P.S-, cf. P.S361 or lot 2854). Minor folds
and creases, some discolouration otherwise very fine.
$200

2849*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, one dollar, Brantford, undated, not numbered, imprint Perkins Bacon &
Co. London, with ‘September 10th / 52’, ‘Double plates’ (P.S-). Ink transfer on front, tipping marks on back otherwise
nearly extremely fine.
$300
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2850*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, two dollars, Kingston, undated, not numbered, imprint Perkins Bacon &
Co. London, with ‘October 4th / 52’, ‘Double plates’ pencilled in lower margin. Ink transfer on front, some discolouration
otherwise extremely fine.
$300

2851*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, five dollars, Brantford, 31st January 1871, not numbered, imprint Perkins
Bacon & Co. London, with markings penicilled near domicile titles (similar to P.S226). Bottom edge probably trimmed,
tipping marks top right corner on back otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$300
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2852*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proofs (vertical pair), five dollars, Brantford, 29th November 1871, not numbered;
Ottawa, 31st January 1871, not numbered, imprint, Perkins, Bacon & Co London, with ‘To this Oct 1871’ in signature
reserve of upper note (P.S226, S327). Edges torn in several places, tipping marks on back, piece missing lower right edge,
stains lower edge otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$500

2853*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, five dollars, Halifax, 1st Decr 1874, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. London, with ‘To this 21st Oct / 74’ pencilled in lower right signature reserve (P.S262p). Tipping marks on right
corners on back, rust spot lower centre otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$300
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2854*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proofs (vertical pair), one pound, St John (New Brunswick), 1st December 1868,
not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with pencilled cancellation marks on centre vignette, ‘from this’
on lower margin of top note (P.S361). Tipping marks on back, small piece missing from lower edge, 6mm tear top edge,
otherwise crisp nearly extremely fine.
$600

2855*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, fifty dollars, St John (New Brunswick), 18th June 1872, not numbered,
imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with ‘Specimen’ stamped in black ink in lower right signature reserve and ‘May
1872’ pencilled in lower margin (similar to P.S370). Corners trimmed otherwise good extremely fine.
$350
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2856*
Bank of British North America, one dollar, Toronto, 1st Jany 1856, No.100142, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co. London,
signed officially on back (Charlton 55-14-16-04, P.S-). Very good.
$600

2857*
Bank of British North America, printer’s proof, five dollars, Toronto, 4th January 1865, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, with ‘To this 22nd Septr / 65’ pencilled in lower right signature reserve (similar to P.S392p). Corners trimmed,
lower left corner piece missing, tipping marks on right corners on back, some rippling otherwise good very fine.
$250

2858*
Bank of British North America, five dollars, Montreal, May 28 1886, No.349347, imprint British American Bank Note
Company Montreal (P.S426a). Also period photograph of Queen Victoria bestowing knighthood. Several pin-holes
otherwise fine.
$150
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2859*
City Bank (Montreal), one dollar, Montreal, Jan 1st 1857, No.13148, imprint Toppan, Carpenter & Co. Montreal (Charlton
110-14-02-02). Two repairs, many pin-holes, otherwise nearly fine.
$200

2860*
Union Bank of Newfoundland, one pound, Saint Johns (Newfoundland), 1st May 1880, No.7298, imprint American Bank
Note Co. N.Y. (Charlton 750-14-06). Several rust spots, flattened of folds and creases otherwise good fine.
$400
The Union Bank of Newfoundland (1854-1894) failed in 1894 due to disastrous economic conditions and a run on the bank caused by the failure of the
Commercial Bank of Newfoundland in the same year. The Newfoundland Government assumed the responsibility of redeeming the failed bank’s notes.
The notes of the Union Bank continue to be redeemable for eight cents on the dollar. Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.

2861*
Bank of Toronto, five dollars, Toronto, 1st October 1929, No.2212372, imprint Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited
(P.S686ad). Flattened of creases, nearly uncirculated.
$150
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2862*
Bank of Toronto, twenty dollars, Toronto, 1st Feby 1923, No.67650, imprint Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited
(P.S688e). Good fine.
$150

2863*
Bank of Toronto, ten dollars, Toronto, 2nd January 1937, No.269327, imprint Canadian Bank Note Company Limited
(P.S692c). Nearly extremely fine.
$120
Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.

2864*
La Banque Nationale, ten dollars, Quebec, 2 Janvier 1897, No.757385, imprint British American Bank Note Co. Montreal
(P.S867b). Three vertical folds, pin-hole right border otherwise nearly very fine.
$300
La Banque Nationale (established 1860) was founded with 1465 shareholders. On 31 January 1924 the Legislative Council granted a $15 million provincial
bond to assist the merger with La Banque d’Hochelaga. The merged banks were given 40 years to reimburse the bonds. The new bank was able to reimburse
the government in 20 years.
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2865*
Molsons Bank, first chartered issue, uniface printer’s proofs (front and back), fifty dollars, October 1st 1855, not numbered,
imprint American Bank Note Co. New York, with ‘plate proof’ pencilled on back of each and punchhole cancellations
(P.S1209). Mounted on cardboard, good extremely fine. (2)
$500
The Molsons Bank of Montreal (1837-1925) operated briefly as a private bank from 1837-38. Their license to engage in general banking business was
turned down in March 1839 because the government felt that the Molsons ‘were already being engaged in extensive business as brewers and distillers’. In
1853 the Molsons again entered the banking business under the Free Banking Act. The Molsons Bank operated as a free bank until 1855, when it received
a Provincial Charter. The Molsons Bank was acquired by the Bank of Montreal in 1925.

2866
Bank of Brantford, five dollars, Brantford, green tint, Nov 1 1859, partially engraved date, No.368, imprint American Bank
Note Company (P.S1572a); five dollars, Sault St Marie, red tint, Novr 1st 1859, engraved date, not numbered (unissued)
(P.S1576, similar to S1572b). Nearly extremely fine - extremely fine. (2)
$400
The Bank of Brantford (1857-1860s), during its relatively short period of operation, managed to circulate a considerable number of notes. Most notes
were released in the United States. In Ontario they were considered suspicious and not readily acceptable.

2867*
Bank of Clifton, three dollars, Clifton, Oct 1st 1859, imprint American Bank Note Co. New York (P.S1658). Tiny star
shape hole cut lower left corner, edges trimmed otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$300
The Bank of Clifton (1859-1863) originated when, on 31 May 1858, a petition was submitted by the Zimmerman Bank asking the Legislative Assembly
for amendments to their charter, one of which was a change of name. On 2nd June an act was passed granting the petition and the corporate name was
changed to Bank of Clifton. The bank, in reality, was the old Zimmerman Bank, the officers and shareholders remaining nearly indentical. In 1859 the
stock was transferred to Hubbard & Co of Chicago with control then going to Callaway and Reed. Reed was the major shareholder of The International
Bank of Canada at the time of its collapse. The notes issued under the new owners were never meant to be redeemed. The charter was withdrawn by act
of the Legislature on 31 August 1862, with Royal Assent given on 15 October 1863.
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2868*
Colonial Bank of Canada, four dollars, Toronto, 24th June 1859, No.1974, imprint American Bank Note Company, New
York, two signature (P.S1669); four dollars, Toronto, 4th May 1859, No.682, imprint American Bank Note Company,
New York, one signature (P.S1678). Three pin-holes, flattened of creases otherwise very fine; hinged otherwise nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$600
The Colonial Bank of Canada received its charter from a petition read to the Legislature on 23 April 1856, with Royal assent given on 1 July 1856.
After several amendments to the bank’s charter in 1857 and 1858, the original shareholders sold their interests. In 1859 the new owners finally opened
for business with notes put into circulation. The bank lasted only six months before its failure as a result of a run on it precipitated by the failure of The
Interational Bank. An advertisement in the 28 October 1859 issue of the Toronto Globe stated that the bank had suspended operation. The bank’s charter
was repealed 31 August 1863.

part

2869*
Farmer’s Joint Stock Bank, five dollars or twenty-five shillings, five dollars, Toronto, Feby 1st 1849. No.4580, No.23274,
imprint Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York, (P.S1765, S1769). Good extremely fine; holed, fine. (2)
$300
The Farmer’s Joint Stock Banking Company (1835-1849) began as a private company and issued its own notes, even after the passage of legistlation in
1837 prohibiting note issue without legislative authority. The bank was one of the four private banks authorised to issue notes wihout legislative authority
on an exception basis. Early in the 1840s it quietly wound up, conducting little business apart from the redemption of its circulation. In 1849 the stock
was sold to unscrupulous operators who turned the business into a ‘wildcat bank’, pushing as many of its notes as possible, particularly in the United
States. The notes soon fell into disrepute in Toronto and Buffalo, however the bank continuted for several more years, issued notes payable at Green Bay
Wisconsin before collapsing.
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part

2870*
International Bank of Canada, one dollar, Toronto, Septr 15th 1858 (2), September 15th 1858, No. 15116, 16559, 16558,
imprint Danforth, Wright & Co. New York & Philadelphia (P.S1822b,h, S1823l). Tear through signature caused by signing
on first note, corners slightly trimmed otherwise extremely fine or better. (3)
$400

2871*
International Bank of Canada, ten dollars, Toronto, June 1st 1859, No.364, imprint American Bank Note Company
(P.S1826). Minor creases near edge otherwise good extremely fine.
$400
The International Bank of Canada (1858-1859) was originally chartered in 1857 to provide banking service in Cayuga, Ontario. Amendments to the
charter in 1858 permitted the bank to open in Toronto, where it operated as a ‘wildcat bank’ for about a year before failing in October 1859. All of the
shares were owned by a Mr Reed when it failed. A man of disreputable character, Reed was also connected with The Bank of Clifton. The International
Bank was a small local bank and records of September 1859 indicate notes in circulation of about $119,000. Although it failed in 1859, its charter was
not repealed until 1863.
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2872*
Bank of Prince Edward Island, twenty dollars, Charlotte Town, 1st Jany 1872, No.04463, imprint British American Bank
Note Co. Montreal & Ottawa (P.S1929a). Vertical fold otherwise good extremely fine.
$500
The Bank of Prince Edward Island (1856-1881) was the first bank ot be incorporated under Provincial Charter in the colony. The bank was established
in 1856, with a capital stock of £30,000 and through conservative management, the bank was prosperous over the next two decades until a change of
cashiers in 1876 resulted in large advances being made under false pretenses. The bank became insolvent as a result and in 1881 was liquidated by the
courts, with the Bank of Nova Scotia as liquidator.

2873*
The Zimmerman Bank, three dollars, Elgin, undated, not numbered; three dollars, Clifton, undated, No.782, imprint
Toppak, Carpenter & Co. Montreal. Repaired, very good; edges trimmed, 6mm tear lower edge, very fine. (2)
$250
The Zimmerman Bank (1854-59) began operations under the Free Banking Act of 1850. In 1855 the bank obtained a charter with authorised capital of $1
million. Actual business as a chartered bank did not begin until June of the following year. With the death of the major shareholder, Samuel Zimmerman,
12 March 1857, operations changed overnight with the decision to wind up the bank’s affairs as quickly as possible. In early 1858 the Zimmerman Bank
made arrangements with the Bank of Upper Canada to take over their note redemption. In 1859 the Zimmerman Bank changed its name to the Bank of
Clifton.
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2874*
Bank of Western Canada, one dollar, Clifton, Sept 20th 1859, No. 952; two dollars, Clifton, July 20th 1859; four dollars,
Clifton, No.297, Sept 20th 1859, imprint American Bank Note Company (P.S2038b, 2039b, 2040b). Hinged otherwise
very fine or better. (3)
$300
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2875*
The Westmorland Bank of New-Brunswick, one dollar, Moncton, N.B., Aug 1st 1861, No.13597, imprint American Bank
Note Co. New-York & Boston, with hand cancellation on right signature reserve, ‘defunct’ entered in left reserve in red
ink (P.S2047b). Vertical folds otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$400
The Westmorland Bank (1854-1867) was chartered in 1854 with a capital of $60,000. This bank operated in Bend of the Petitcodiac, subsequently renamed
Moncton N.B. There were no other branches. In 1859 a major shipbuilding firm failed and depression struck the area. Debts due to the bank, secured
by mortgages on land which could be sold for only a fraction of its former worth, had to be covered from the reserve fund. The bank’s position steadily
weakened until its failure on 14 March 1867. The capital of the bank was lost, together with an almost equal amount to be covered by the shareholders
under the double liability provision in the charter.

2876*
Cheque, S.J.Covil, Saint John, N.B. (New Brunswick), blank, imprint American Bank Note Co. New-York. Repaired
otherwise extremely fine.
$80

part

2877*
Tobacco Tax Paid Notes, ten pounds, No.1818058; seventy pounds, No. 003482. Uncancelled, nearly uncirculated. (2)
$120
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2878*
Advertising notes, Montreal, fifty views and twenty views, Victoria Bridge - Over Seven Thousand Feet Long, S.Zimmerman
‘Railway King’, imprint J.Sage & Sons Buffalo N.Y. Toned near edges otherwise good extremely fine. (2)
$200
2879
Province of Canada, debenture for one hundred pounds, Great Western Railroad Company, 1st July 1833, payable 1st
January 1871, No.216, with ‘Cancelled’ written across centre. Vertical folds, some toning, top edge tear repaired otherwise
good very fine.
$200

2880*
Government of Canada, printer’s proof, debenture for five hundred dollars, Quebec, October 1862, not numbered, imprint
American Bank Note Co. New York, with ‘Oct 1862 plate proof’ pencilled on back and punchhole cancellations (P.S-).
Nearly uncirculated.
$600
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GREAT BRITAIN

2881*
England, Bicester & Oxfordshire Bank, printer’s proof ten pounds, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Petch, London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, with ‘To this July 19th 1866’ pencilled in signature reserve (Grant 228c).
Tipping marks on back otherwise good extremely fine.
$500

2882*
Bankers Specimen, Perkins Bacon & Co London, one pound, London, undated 18-, unsigned specimen for a bank’s
consideration. Right margin folded and stuck back, vertical folds otherwise extremely fine.
$400
Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.
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2883*
Advertising note, Rowlands’ Macassar Oil, A.Rowland & Sons, 20 Hatton Garden, London, ‘For the Growth, Restoration
and Beautifying the Human Hair, Price 21/- Per Bottle’, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co. London. Two repairs, pin-hole
otherwise extremely fine.
$80

2884*
Scotland, Bank of Scotland, printer’s proof, one pound, undated, not numbered, printed on watermarked paper ‘Bank of
Scotland’, unissued (P.S-). Vertical folds, extremely fine.
$900
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2885*
Scotland, Commercial Bank of Scotland, uniface printer’s proof, twenty pounds, Edinburgh, undated 18- (circa 1850), not
numbered, imprint W.H.Lizars Edinburgh, with ‘Specimen To W.S.Portal Esq’ stamped in signature reserve, ‘Specimen’
stamped in centre (P.S298; Douglas 19; D.S355). Nearly uncirculated.
$1,200

2886*
Scotland, Perth Banking Company, uniface printer’s proof on glossy card, five pounds, undated 185-, not numbered,
imprint W.H.Lizars Edinburgh, with ‘Specimen’ written in red ink (Douglas 12). Staple holes in edges otherwise good
extremely fine.
$600
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2887*
Scotland, Perth Banking Company, uniface printer’s proof, twenty pounds, Perth, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint
Engd by W.H.Lizars Edinr (Douglas 13). Spotted otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$500

2888*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, one pound, Waterford, Augt 1 1853, No.29045, imprint Perkins & Bacon Patent Steel
Hardened Plate with ‘Cancelled’ stamped on each half. Officially cut and rejoined, very good.
$300
All notes of this series were cancelled and torn in half. The halves were later re-joined, sometimes with mismatching serials.
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2889*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, printer’s proof, thirty shillings, undated (circa 1860), not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Petch London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, with ‘Specimen’ stamped in black across signture reserve (Devitt
PA-1-D2). Tipping adhesions on back, some tone spots otherwise good extremely fine.
$300

2890*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, one pound, Parsontown, Jany 15 1855, No.35746, imprint Perkins & Bacon Patent
Steel Hardened Plate with ‘Cancelled’ stamped on each half. Officially cut and rejoined, very good.
$300
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2891*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, printer’s proof on card, thirty shillings, Cootehill, undated, not numbered, imprint
Perkins, Bacon & Petch, London, Patent Hardened Steel Plate, with ‘Specimen’ stamped in black across signature reserve
(Devitt PA-3-D2). Tipping adhesions on back, some tone spots otherwise good extremely fine.
$300

2892*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, printer’s proof, five pounds, Carrick-on-Shannon, undated, not numbered, imprint
Perkins, Bacon & Co. London Patent Hardened Steel Plate with ‘Specimen’ stamped in signature reserve and ’17th June
1858' pencilled in lower margin (Devitt PA-7-d). Corners trimmed otherwise nearly uncirculated
$300
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2893*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, printer’s proof, one hundred pounds, Belfast, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Petch, London
Patent Hardened Steel Plate with ‘To this 2nd March / 67’ pencilled in signature reserve (Devitt PA-11-d). Tipping marks
on back, possibly trimmed otherwise extremely fine.
$400

2894*
Ireland, Provincial Bank of Ireland, printer’s proof, one pound, Dublin, 1st October 1874, not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co, London Patent Hardened Steel Plate with ‘To this 28th Augt / 74’ pencilled in signature reserve (Devitt PB1-a). Tipping marks on back, stained right edge otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$300
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SUNDRY

2895*
Mexico, Banco de Londres Mexico Y Sud America (London Bank of Mexico and South America), printer’s proof on card
with enlarged margins, two soles, Lima, undated 1866, not numbered, imprint American Bank Note Co. New York (similar
to P.S220). ‘1866’ pencilled on back otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$800

2896*
Advertising note, in Spanish, Bradbury & Wilkinson & Co. Limited, 25 & 27 Farringdon Road, London. Also Chalon
portrait (Victoria) proofs, by Draper, Welsh & Co.; Province of Nova Scotia; for Canadian banknote; photographs of
Queen Victoria (2). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6)
$80
2897
Bond, Société Anonyme, Paris, 5 Octobre 1924, No.31617, sheet of 17 coupons (3 missing). Very fine.
$100
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NEW ZEALAND

2898*
Private currency, (Edward Dorset), currency note for one shilling, Tarankai (New Plymouth), 1845, also payable at Medical
Hall, Wellington, with small circular embossed watermark of crown surrounded by legend ‘extra superfine satin’, (Sutherland
280 and 285 [p.195], cf.Robb [p.39 illustrated]). Unissued as usual, extremely fine and very rare.
$1250
Ex Gary Lavin Collection (lot 3021). A curious aspect of this note is the statement of ‘promise to pay the bearer the sum of five shillings in Government
Debentures or specie here...’ whereas the note is clearly marked one shilling. Edward Dorset, Sutherland notes, of Taranaki, issued a five shilling note
(Hocken Library).

2899*
John Jones, specimen one pound, undated 18- (circa 1862), not numbered, Dunedin, imprint of Fergusson & Mitchell
Engs 59 Collins St. Melbourne. Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$900
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2900*
Bank of Otago, The Otago Banking Company, proof, only type, ten shillings, colour blue, Dunedin, unissued, date .... 185..,
not numbered, watermarked Bank of Otago 1851, (L.-, P.S336, Sutherland p.185 and other pages, Hargreaves p.65-75).
Not issued, a complete note, virtually uncirculated and very rare.
$2,700

2901*
Bank of Otago, The Otago Banking Company, only issue, five pounds, Dunedin, undated 185-, not numbered, no imprint
(L.553, P.S338, Sutherland p.185 and other pages, Hargreaves p.65-75). Pin-holes, rust spots, folds and creases otherwise
nearly fine and rare.
$2,000
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2902*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, specimen one pound, Dunedin, 11th Octr 1864, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, with ‘from this’ in pencil in signature field (L.401, P.S111 , Robb 4a). With tipping marks on back, corners
trimmed, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,000
Note: All issue types are as per Robb in this and following lots.

2903*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, specimen five pounds, Dunedin, 11th August 1863, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co,
London, with ‘6th May 1862’ in pencil on lower margin (L.402, P.S112, Robb 4b). Corners trimmed, stained lower right,
top left corner slight crease otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$1,200
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2904*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, printer’s proof, five pounds, Dunedin 11th October 1864, imprint Perkins, Bacon &
Co, London, with ‘to this 13th July 1864’ in pencil in signature field (L.402, P.S112, Robb 4b). Corners trimmed, tipping
marks on back otherwise good very fine and very rare.
$1,100

2905*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, Napier/Wellington, twenty pounds uniface not dated, not numbered proof, specimen
note unsigned, stamped SPECIMEN on paper imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co, London. June 1875 in pencil on bottom
margin. This note illustrated in Pick (S114(h)) and is the only known example (Robb 4d). Extremely fine and extremely
rare, possibly unique.
$1,300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 4248).
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2906*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, proof fifty pounds, Auckland, not numbered, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London,
with date ‘To this May 12th / 70’ in pencil in signature field (L.404, P.S115, Robb 4e). Much staining on front, some on
the back, otherwise nearly very fine and very scarce.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 3352).

2907*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st July 1915, No.O 73807, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, (L.406, P.S117m, Robb 4a). Many creases and folds, fine and scarce.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 55 (lot 958).
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2908*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st December 1928, No.718167, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co.,
Ld. London (L.410, P.S131, Robb 5g). Cleaned, five vertical folds, pin-holes, pen marks on back otherwise good fine.
$800

2909*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st Jany 1926, No. 169738, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ld.
London, (L.411, P.S132, Robb 5a). Ink spots on back otherwise good extremely fine and very scarce.
$1,500

2910*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 2 July 1928, 734262, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ld. London
(L.411, P.S132, Robb5a). Good very fine.
$950
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 48, Lot 5052.
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2911*
Bank of New South Wales, first issue, specimen one pound, Wellington, not dated 18-, not numbered, imprint Charles
Skipper & East London, with counterfoil attached and ‘Specimen C.Skipper & East’ perforated (L.420, P.S146m, Robb
6a). Nearly extremely fine.
$900

2912*
Bank of New South Wales, first issue, specimen five pounds, without domicile, undated 18-, not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co., London, with ‘Specimen C.Skipper & East’ perforated (L.421, P.S147a, Robb 6b). Some tone spots, 31 on
back in colour pencil otherwise extremely fine.
$900
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2913*
Bank of New South Wales, first issue, specimen five pounds, Christchurch, undated 18-, not numbered, in blue and black,
with extended left margin, Specimen C.Skipper & East perforated, ‘Specimen of Plate prepared by Charles Skipper & East,
March 1876’ printed on left margin (L.421, P.S147c, Robb 6b). Printed on watermarked paper, small indent concentration
below Five otherwise extremely fine.
$1,100

2914*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, proof ten shillings, undated, imprint of Charles Skipper and East, London, (L.433,
P.S161, Robb 8g). Slight crease top left corner, virtually uncirculated and scarce.
$1,200
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2915*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, uniface printer’s proof one pound, undated 19-, not numbered, imprint of Charles
Skipper and East, London, (L.434, P.S162, Robb 8a). Stain along back left edge otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.
$1,200

2916*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen one pound, Wellington, not dated, No.44263, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson
& Co, Ld. Engravers, London, with cancellation punch-holes, ‘1/2/92’ pencilled in top left corner and counterfoil attached,
(L.445, P.S191, Robb 11a). Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$4,000

2917
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen five pounds, Wellington, not dated, No.A 023900, imprint of Bradbury,
Wilkinson & Co, Ld. Engravers, London, with specimen perforation and counterfoil attached (L.446, P.S192, Robb 11b).
Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$2,000
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2918*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen twenty pounds, Napier, not dated, No.123456, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson
& Co, Ld. Engravers, London, with counterfoil attached and punch-hole cancellations (L.448, P.S194, Robb 11d). Top
right corner minor creases otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$2,800

2919*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen fifty pounds, Wellington, undated 19-, not numbered, imprint of Bradbury,
Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, with SPECIMEN perforations and pencilled ‘As submitted 12/4/1910’ in left
margin (L.449, P.S195, Robb 11e). Some tone spots, rippled top left corner otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.
$4,000
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2920*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen fifty pounds, Wellington, undated 19-, discordant serials, No.009001 &
011000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co Engravers & c London, with counterfoil attached, ‘Specimen’ perforated
in signature field, ‘0/2861 January 1912’ pencilled in top margin (L.449, P.S195, Robb 11e). Vertical fold, some creases
otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$3,500

2921*
Bank of New Zealand, essay on card, one pound, Auckland, no date except 18— but c.1890-1900, not numbered, blue
and black, with laid in sepia photo of Colonial portrait, (L.-, P.S-, Robb -, cf.Spink Australia Sale 1, lots 326, 327 and Sale
27, lot 1867 and Sale 31, lot 750 and Webber Collection lots 381, 382). Extremely fine and excessively rare.
$2,100
Ex A.Halligan, Ross Meads (lot 3040) and Gary Lavin (lot 3042) Collections.
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2922*
Bank of New Zealand, specimen one pound, Auckland 18-, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson and Co. Engravers and Co.
London (P.S201). Two hole cancellations, otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.
$2,600

2923*
Bank of New Zealand, fourth issue, specimen one pound, Auckland 18-, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson and Co. Engravers
and Co. London, with counterfoil attached, ‘Specimen B.W & Co London’ perforated in three lines, ‘Mar 28/93’ pencilled
in top left corner (L.451, P.S202, Robb 12a). Uncirculated and rare thus.
$2,000
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2924*
Bank of New Zealand, fifth issue, specimen one pound, Wellington, date printed 18-, discordant serials No.100001,
150000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co, Ld. Engravers, London, with serial perforation and countrefoil attached,
pencilled ‘9 May 1899’ on counterfoil (L.452, P.S206, Robb 13a). Some minor creases at bottom right corner otherwise
nearly uncirculated and rare.
$3,000

part

2925*
Bank of New Zealand, uniface (back) colour trials, without denominations or bank name, fourth issue, ten pounds, imprint
Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. Ld. Engravers London, with ‘For printing HPL’ in ink on lower margin; five pounds, imprint
Bradbury & Wilkinson & Co. Ld. London, with initials in red ink on right margin; seventh issue, one pound, imprint
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co Engravers London, with ‘Not as design’ in ink on lower margin. Nearly very fine - very fine.
(3)
$1,200
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2926*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, specimen ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1917, discordant serials No.1000000
and 500001, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Ld. London, with Cancelled perforation, instructions in pen and pencil
’29.9.17' on top margin, (L.456, P.S222, Robb 16gi). Nearly uncirculated and rare.
$2,000

2927*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 April 1920, No. B 075964, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London, (L.457, P.S223, Robb 16gi). Folds and creases otherwise full note, nearly fine and rare.
$600

2928*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington 1 October 1917, no A263416 (L.459, P.S225, Robb 16a).
Cleaned, folds and creases, nearly fine.
$400
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2929*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington 1 April 1920, no 7411048 (L.459, P.S225, Robb 16a). Quarter
folds, toning on back otherwise nearly very fine.
$700

2930*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, uniface colour trial in green and orange, one pound, Wellington, undated 19-, not
numbered, with ‘Specimen’ perforated in signature reserve and 3 in top right corner in ink (L.459, P.S225, Robb 16a).
Horizontal crease otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$1,400
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2931*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington, stamp dated 1 Oct 19-?, No.827860 (L.459, P.S225, Robb
16a). Folds and creases, very fine.
$800

2932*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1916, No.063765, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London, printed date, words on reverse, (L.461, P.S227, Robb 16b). 3mm tear left margin, folds and creases,
slightly soiled otherwise full note, good colour nearly fine.
$1,200
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2933*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, specimen ten pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1916, discordant serials, No.020001
& 050000, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co, Ld. Engravers, London, with Cancelled perforated, counterfoil attached,
‘073325’ and ’10.10.16' in pen on top margin (L.463, P.S230 specimen not noted, Robb 16c). Vertical crease otherwise
good extremely fine and extremely rare.
$4,500

2934*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, printer’s proof in black on white, ten pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19-, with
instructions ‘For hardening’ and ‘HPG 22/9/27’ in ink and pencil on lower margin (L.471, P.S237, Robb 17c). Some ink
smearing on front and back otherwise extremely fine and extremely rare.
$2,000
2935
Bank of New Zealand, die proof of vignette engraving of King Tawhiao (used on eighth issue banknotes), imprint Bradbury,
Wilkinson & Co. Ld Engravers London. Nearly uncirculated.
$200
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2936*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, printer’s proof, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1924, not numbered, with many
correction circles in coloured pencil and ’19/3/24' in red pen in right margin (L.466, P.S232, Robb 17g). Good extremely
fine and very rare.
$500

2937*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, colour trial in green and red, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1924, not numbered,
uniform issue, with ‘As submitted 5.8.26’ in top margin (L.466, P.S232, Robb 17g). Uncirculated and rare.
$1,500
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2938*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, colour trial in orange and green, ten shillings, Wellington, undated, not numbered,
with ‘Is this OK for colours before final printing’, ‘Lighten colours’ in ink in bottom margin, ‘Specimen’ perforated in
centre (L.465, P.S232, Robb 17g). Triangular cuts in centre of each edge, tear through top cut otherwise extremely fine
and very rare.
$500

2939*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1929, No. C020825, uniform issue, (L.466,
P.S232, Robb 17g). Flattened of folds and creases otherwise good fine.
$300

Lot 2940
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2940*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, uniface specimen colour trial one pound, Wellington, 1 October 1924, not numbered,
curved bank name, uniform issue, with ‘Specimen’ perforated (L.467, P.S233, Robb 17ai). Small indent top edge otherwise
nearly uncirculated.
$1,100

2941*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, printer’s proof, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1926, not numbered, uniform
issue, with ‘For hardening May 20th 27’, ‘OK on plate see proofs as submitted’ in pen in lower margin and ‘HPG’ pencilled
in right margin (L.468, P.S233, Robb P.B.17ai). Horizontal crease in lower margin otherwise good extremely fine and
very rare.
$600

2942*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 October 1929, No.F748352, straight bank name, red serial
numbers, uniform issue, (L.468, P.S234, Robb 17aii). With light circular bank stamp on back, otherwise nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$1,200
Ex. Noble Numismatics Sale 61 (lot 4259).
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2943*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, printer’s proof, five pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1929, discordant serials,
No.100001 & 200000, with ‘077729 14.5.25’ in pen in top margin (L.469; P.S235A; Robb 17b). Three vertical folds
otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$1,500

2944*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, colour trials uniface front and back ten pounds, Wellington, 1 October 19-, imprint
of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Ld., with ‘Specimen’ perforated lower centre, uniform issue (L.471, P.S237, Robb 17c).
Nearly uncirculated and rare. (2)
$2,000
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2945*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, proof twenty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19-, not numbered, imprint Bradbury
Wilkinson & Co. Ld., New Malden, Surrey (L.472, P.S238, Robb 17d) with punch-hole cancellations in signature spaces,
‘As submitted 24th April ‘24’ and ‘darken’ pencilled in top margin and ‘darken’ in bottom margin. Ink transfers on back
otherwise nearly uncirculated and rare.
$1,400

2946*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, uniface printer’s proof, twenty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19-, not numbered,
with ‘Oct 3rd 24 for hardening’ in pen lower left corner and initialled in pencil right corner (L.472, P.S238, Robb 17d).
Ink on back otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$3,000
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2947*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, printer’s proof, twenty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19-, not numbered, uniform
issue, with ‘HPG 18/3/27’ and ‘Mar 18th 27 For hardening’ in right margin (L.472, P.S238, Robb 17d). Small ink spot on
back top left corner otherwise extremely fine and very rare.
$900

2948*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, uniface printer’s proof, fifty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1929, not numbered,
left half faded (L.473, P.S239; Robb 17e). Good extremely fine and rare.
$1,500
2949
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, proof one hundred pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19-, not numbered, imprint
Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Ld., New Malden, Surrey (L.474, P.S240; Robb 17f) with punch-hole cancellations in signature
spaces, ‘April’ and cross pencilled in top margin, pencil cross through note. Two pin-holes, horizontal crease otherwise
good extremely fine and rare.
$1,600
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2950*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, black and white uniface trial, one hundred pounds, Wellington, 1st October 19—,
no number, uniform issue with printer’s instructions ‘For hardening Oct 7th 24’ in pen on lower margin (L.474, P.S240,
Robb 17f). Good extremely fine and very rare.
$2,600

2951*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, second issue, specimen ten pounds, Wellington, undated 187-, not numbered, imprint
Perkins Bacon & Co. London, (P.S264 [domicile unlisted], Robb 20c), with ‘To this 26th May / 75’ in pencil in signature
reserve. Tipping marks on back on right corners, two pin-holes otherwise good extremely fine and extremely rare.
$1,800
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2952*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, second issue, uniface printer’s proof in red brown, twenty pounds, Invercargill, undated
187-, not numbered, imprint Perkins Bacon & Co. London, with ‘To this 27th Jan /76’ in pencil in signature reserve (P.S265
[domicile unlisted], Robb 20d). Paper thin, small piece missing from lower border, tipping marks on back, two pin holes
near right border, scrape to right of £20 otherwise crisp extremely fine.
$1,500

2953*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, second issue, proof, fifty pounds, Wellington, 187-, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co.
London, with ‘To this 23 July /75’ in pencil, (cf.L.556, P.S266, Robb 20e). Paper thinning and missing portion near lower
left corner otherwise very fine and very rare.
$1,200
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 3370).
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2954*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, Dunedin, one pound, 1st March 18-, No.SZ 415000, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson &
Co. Engravers London, perforated ‘Specimen B W & Co London’ in three lines, pencilled ‘Apl 13-91’ on top left corner
(L.558, P.S267, Robb 21a). Pin-hole top left border otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$1,500

2955*
Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st June 1929, No. 252893, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall, London. E.C., (L.484, P.S281, Robb 24g). Many creases and folds, light stains
in places, very good and scarce.
$1,200
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2956*
Commerical Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st January 1926, No. A 276665, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall, London. E.C., (L.485, P.S282, Robb 24a.ii). Very good and scarce.
$700

2957*
National Bank of New Zealand, first issue, Specimen one pound grey, Christchurch, imprint Perkins, Bacon & Co. Ld.
London, with ‘enlarged size’, ‘Septr 1878’ in pencil on bottom margin, punch-hole cancellations in signature space (cf.
L.490, P.S291, Robb 26aii). Corners clipped at angle, surface slightly soiled otherwise good extremely fine and scarce.
$900
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2958*
National Bank of New Zealand, first issue, specimen five pounds, Christchurch, undated, not numbered, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. London, with ‘From this’ pencilled in signature field and cross above domicile (L.491, P.S292, Robb 26b).
Tipping marks on back, some marks on right edge otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$1,100

2959*
National Bank of New Zealand, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 January 1916, A060846, imprint Perkins, Bacon &
Co. Ld. London (L.506, P.S307, Robb 27a). Left edge trimmed? and toned, folds and creases otherwise nearly very fine.
$1,200
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2960*
National Bank of New Zealand, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 July 1919, A973970 (L.406, P.S307, Robb27a).
Folds and creases, fine.
$700

2961*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 January 1926, 993156, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, S.E. (L.511, P.S316, Robb 29g). Quarter folds, light stain on back, otherwise very fine and
rare.
$1,800

2962*
National Bank of New Zealand, fourth issue, ten shillings Wellington, 2 December 1929, A/B 730452, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London (L.511, P.S316, Robb 29g). Creases and folds, very good.
$350
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2963*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 July 1929, E 869815, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, ink writing on back ‘Last of the Moa birds’ (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Three pin-holes
otherwise very good.
$300

2964*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 August 1930, H 166405, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Light creases, ink spots on back, otherwise good fine and scarce.
$600

2965*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 August 1930, H 200414, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Holed near E of ONE, several pin-holes, washed, ink faded to blue
otherwise nearly fine.
$400
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2966*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, uniface one pound, Napier, 1st Jany 1878 (date printed), not numbered,
unsigned printers proof, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with three cancellation holes in signature field (L.526,
P.S356, Robb 35a). Corners trimmed otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$800

2967*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, five pounds, Nelson, 1st February 1878 (date printed), not numbered,
unsigned printers proof, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with three cancellation holes in signature field (L.525,
P.S357, Robb 35b). Corners trimmed, some toning otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$800
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2968*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, uniface twenty pounds on cardboard, Nelson, 1st April 1882, not numbered,
unsigned printers proof, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with three cancellation holes in signature field (L.-,
P.S359, Robb 35d). Tipping paper adhesions on back, corners trimmed otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$1,000

2969*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st March 1920, No.1/N 83636, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London, with ‘STERLING’ (P.S361, L.531, Robb 37g). Flattened of four vertical folds otherwise
good colour, good very fine.
$3,000
Ex Marcel Stanley Collection.
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2970*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1st March 1905, No. 3/N 124830, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Ld. London Wall, London., (L.535, P.S363b, Robb 36b). Very good - nearly fine and rare.
$1,100

2971*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, ten pounds, Wellington, 1 March 1905, No. 3/N 15042, imprint of Waterlow
& Sons Ld. London, (L.537, [P.S364 unlisted], Robb 36c). Creases and folds, good fine and very rare.
$4,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 3080).
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2972*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, specimen fifty pounds, without engraved branch name, dated 1 March
1905, Waterlow colour trial specimen in dark blue and gold, the back brown, the word ‘Specimen’ in red on an angle at
left and right, and a blue Waterlow & Sons circular specimen seal at bottom, both partially erased. Two tiny punch-hole
cancels in each of the two signature and two serial spaces. Printers’s record number ‘294’ partially erased at top (L.540,
P.S366, Robb 36e). Note has been washed and some loss of size, but retains full colour, most attractive, very fine and
extremely rare.
$6,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 53, Lot 4182. Found in South America and apparently from a Waterlow specimen book used by its salesmen early this
century.

2973*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, specimen ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered, with
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.542, P.S371, Robb 37gii). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$2,000
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2974*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1923, No.2/N 1699942, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London, with ‘STERLING’ (L.542, P.S371a, Robb 37.g.ii). Cleaned, three vertical folds, nearly
extremely fine.
$1,300

2975*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, specimen one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered, with
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.543, P.S372, Robb 37a). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$2,000

2976*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, sixth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 5/N 395829 (L.543, P.S372,
Robb 37a). Two pin-holes through centre-fold otherwise fine.
$800
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2977*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, specimen five pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered, with
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.544, P.S373, Robb 37b). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$2,500

2978*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1923, No. 4/N 54497, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons, Limited, London (L.544, P.S373, Robb 37b). Creases otherwise crisp nearly very fine and very
scarce.
$1,600

2979*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, sixth issue, specimen ten pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered, with
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.545, P.S374, Robb 37c). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$3,000
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2980*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, specimen twenty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered,
with punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.546, P.S375, Robb 37d). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$4,000

2981*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, specimen fifty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered, with
punch hole cancellations in signature and serial panels (L.547, P.S376, Robb 37e). Two minute pin-holes left margin
otherwise nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$5,000

Lot 2982
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2982*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, uniface trial fifty pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1923, not numbered,
with wide margin (L.547, P.S376, Robb 37e). Centrefold, faint crop lines visible, right margin rippled, some tone spots
otherwise good extremely fine and very rare.
$2,800

2983*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter 4Z 676635 (P.154). Folds and creases otherwise
good fine.
$150

2984
Reserve Bank, L. Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, number letter, 9B 033282 (P.155). Jagged 9mm tear at top left
edge, flattened of creases otherwise very fine.
$100

2985*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, five pounds, 1st August 1934, number letter 3K 120306 (P.156). Light centerfold otherwise
good extremely fine.
$500

2986
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming, ten shillings, security thread, 6L 067339 (P.158d); one pound, R.N.Fleming, security thread,
301 499886 (P.159d). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$70
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2987*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming, five pounds, letter number H1 607611, with security thread (P.160c). Uncirculated.
$150

2988*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming, ten pounds, without security thread, number letter, 2F 947310 (P.161c). Good extremely
fine.
$200

2989*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming, fifty pounds, letter R 199177, with security thread (P.634, P.162c). Uncirculated.
$3,000
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2990*
New Zealand Commercial Exchange Co., head office Wellington, store note, ‘entitled...after presentation to Goods or
Services to the value of one shilling stg.’ No.2099, c.1898 (Sutherland 277 [p.194-5], Robb -). Very fine and very rare.
$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 69 (lot 3065) and Sale 66 (lot 2958). An issue by Mr. Flurscheim who advocated money reform (bank notes for goods and
services) and issued several pamphlets including ‘Business without Gold, How to do it.’

2991*
New Zealand Commercial Exchange Company, head office Wellington, store note, ‘entitled...after presentation to Goods or
Services to the value of ten shillings stg’ No.0182, c.1898 (Sutherland 277 [p.194-5], Robb -). Very fine and very rare.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 69 (lot 3066).

2992*
New Zealand Troopship Card Currency, issued on the M.S. Sobieski for one penny, c.1940, blue cardboard, ‘One Penny New
Zealand Currency Redeemable only during the voyage for which issued’ No.61, stamp dated on back 22.1.1940, together
with circular red ship stamp, (Sutherland 273 [p.193-4], Robb p.44 [illustrates example]). Very fine and very rare.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 69 (lot 3069).
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2993
George Court & Sons Limited, Auckland, store notes or George Court’s Credit Union as coupons for two shillings and
sixpence, ten shillings and one pound, ‘is exchangeable for merchandise purchased in any department of George Court’s
....’ No.31537 (2/6); 41964 (10/-), 21470 (£1), not dated, c. 1950’s - early 1960’s. (Robb -). As issued, uncirculated and
very rare. (3)
$200

2994
George Court & Sons Limited, Auckland, store notes for two shillings and sixpence No.31535: ten shillings No.41817;
one pound No.21469; ten dollars, No.50962, 51132, undated (c.1950’s - early 1960’s). Also miscellaneous New Zealand
paper tokens (4). Very fine - nearly uncirculated. (9)
$300

OTHER PROPERTIES

2995*
The New Zealand Banking Company, unissued sterling cheque form dated 184., (1840-45). One of the earliest known
examples of New Zealand Banking history. Extremely fine.
$300
Although the New Zealand Banking Company issued banknotes during it’s short period of existance (1840-1845), none are extant.

2996*
Britannia Saloon, Aurora Tavern, Wellington, New Zealand, one shilling, Sept 23rd 1845, No 69, signed Robert Davis
(S.-). Several tears, stains from adhesive tape otherwise full, good and very rare.
$900
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2997*
Auckland Islands, The Southern Whale Fishery Company, four shillings sterling (1849), black on white uniface printer’s
proof on card, prepared by B.Wyon, 287 Regent Street, London for an issue of notes at the Company’s whaling station
at Port Ross, Auckland Islands, 1850. Very fine, mount marks on back, the only example of a four shillings known for
this company.
$1,500
Ex Spink Australia Sale 31 (lot 635). The Southern Whale Fishery Company was formed in England in 1849. The leading promoter of the scheme was
Charles Enderby of the famous English whaling and ship owning family. He was commissioned Lieutenant-Governor and arrived at Port Ross with a party
of settlers in December 1849. The Auckland Islands are situated 465km south of Bluff and did not formally become part of New Zealand until 1863. See
‘A Promissory Note For the Auckland Isalnds’ by M.K.Fitzgerald , National Museum of New Zealand in the New Zealand Numismatic Journal vol 17,
no.3 (66), July 1988 p.97, where the only other known note (a one pound) is illustrated.

2998*
John Jones, Dunedin - Otago, one pound, universal, circa 1852. Nearly fine and rare.
$400
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2999*
Bank of Otago, The Otago Banking Company, one pound, Dunedin 185-, signed (L.552, P.S337, Robb 18a). Top right
corner missing otherwise very good.
$250

3000*
Bank of Otago, The Otago Banking Company, only issue, five pounds, Dunedin, 185-, no imprint, signed (L.553, P.S338,
Sutherland p.185 and other pages, Hargreaves p.65-75, Robb 18b). Very good and rare.
$500
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3001*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, uniface black and white printers proof on medium paper, one pound, dunedin 14th
july 1863, overprinted specimen in signature reserve, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co London Patent Hardened Steel Plate
(P.S111, Robb 4a). Corners cut off at tips, pencilled date “5th May 1863”, bottom right side smudged or toned otherwise
nearly extremely fine.
$750

3002*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, uniface black and white printer’s proof on thin paper, one pound, Christchurch 1st
January 1878, three punch hole cancellations in signature reserve imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. London, pencilled date
“November 1877” on right of bottom margin (P.S111; Robb 4a variety). Tips of corners cut off, stain on right margin
otherwise good extremely fine.
$800
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3003*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, uniface black and white printer’s proof on thin paper, five pounds, Dunedin 1st January
1878, three punch hole cancellations in signature reserve, imprint Perkins Bacon & Co. london Patent Hardened Steel
Plate, pencilled date right side of bottom margin “January 1878” (P.S112, Robb 4b var). Margins cut close, slight smudging
bottom margin otherwise good extremely fine and rare.
$1,000

3004*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st July 1915, No.O 087594, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, (L.406, P.S117m, Robb 4a). Rust hole at centre, pin-holes otherwise nearly fine and scarce.
$400
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3005*
Bank of Australasia, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st July 1922, No.Y 3878, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London, (L.406, P.S117m, Robb 4a). Signature ink transfer on back, nearly fine.
$500

3006*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 2nd June 1927, No.647918, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co.,
Ld. London (L.410, P.S131, Robb PB.5g). Folds and creases, pin-hole bottom left otherwise very fine.
$1,200
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3007*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st July 1927, No. 478145, imprint of Perkins Bacon & Co. Ld.
London, (L.411, P.S132, Robb 5a). Four vertical folds, nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$1,100

3008*
Bank of Australasia, third issue, five pounds, Wellington, 5th August 1927, No.B069262, imprint of Perkins, Bacon &
Co. London, (L.413, P.S134, Robb 5b). Ink marks at left, pin-holes at centre and left, folds and creases otherwise fine
and scarce.
$900
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3009*
Bank of New South Wales, first issue, uniface black and white printer’s proof on thin paper, one pound, Auckland 18-,
overprinted specimen in signature reserve, imprint Perkins Bacon & Co London Patent Hardened Steel Plate (L.416, P.S141,
Robb 6a). Pencil instruction bottom margin ‘5th March 1862’. Some toning otherwise extremely fine.
$750

3010*
Bank of New South Wales, first issue, printer’s proof one pound, Christchurch 18- imprint of Charles Skipper & East
London (L.420, P.S146, Robb 6a). With wide left margin top corner cut otherwise good extremely fine.
$250
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3011*
Bank of New South Wales, one pound, Dunedin, undated 18-,not numbered, specimen note unsigned, perforated Specimen
Skipper & East, both vertical and horizontal, on paper with counterfoil watermarked within frame in three lines Bank
of New South Wales, imprint of Charles Skipper & East, London (L.420, P.146, Robb 6a). Holed near centre otherwise
good extremely fine.
$900

3012*
Bank of New South Wales, specimen five pounds, Dunedin domicile, note in blue with extended left edge, with perforation
three times of Specimen C.Skipper & East (L.421, P.S147, Robb 6d). Printed on watermarked paper, some marks on left
margin otherwise good extremely fine.
$750
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3013*
Bank of New South Wales, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st February 1917, C 221052 imprint of Charles Skipper
and East, London (L.427, P.S154m, Robb 7a). Two holes near centre, flattened of creases otherwise fine.
$400

3014*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 August 1921, No.464781, imprint of Charles Skipper
and East, London, (L.428, P.S155, Robb 7b). Left water stained otherwise crisp very fine and scarce.
$2,000
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3015*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, ten pounds, Wellington, 1 April 1922, No. 121785, imprint of Charles Skipper &
East, London, dated hand stamp, (L.429, P.S156m, Robb 7c). Toning back half and left margin, bottom left corner frail
otherwise nearly very fine and very rare.
$4,000

3016*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 August 1925, No. A299680, imprint of Charles Skipper
and East, London, (L.433, P.S161, Robb 8g). Flattened of creases, cleaned otherwise good body, very fine.
$3,000

Lot 3017
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3017*
Bank of New South Wales, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 September 1931, No. F441813, imprint of Charles Skipper
and East, London, (L.434, P.S162, Robb 8a). Flattened of creases otherwise fine.
$1,100

3018*
Bank of New Zealand, five pounds, Lyttelton 18-, printer’s proof, imprint Perkins Baker & Co, London, stamped Specimen
low right, in pencil on lower margin ’21st December 1861' (L.442, P.S182, Robb 10b). Soiled otherwise extremely fine
and very rare.
$700

3019*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen five pounds, Christchurch 18-, No 250001, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson &
Co. Engravers & Co. London, punch hole cancelled in the signature reserves (L.446, P.S192; Robb 11b). Uncirculated.
$2,000
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3020*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1st April 1915 hand date stamp, No.917392, straight bank
name, black serial numbers, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. Engravers & C. London, booklet edge (L.446, P.S192,
Robb 11b). Many creases and folds, very good.
$1,500

3021*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, specimen ten pounds Napier 18- No. 123456, imprint Bradbury Wilkinson & Co.
London, punch hole cancelled in signature reserves (L.447, P.S193; Robb 11c). Uncirculated and rare.
$2,500
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3022*
Bank of New Zealand, third issue, ten pounds, Wellington, 1st October 1913 hand date stamp, No.169948, straight bank
name, black serial numbers, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co. Engravers & C. London, booklet edge (L.447, P.S.193,
Robb 11e). Bottom left, top right corners missing, creases and folds otherwise very good and very rare.
$2,000

3023*
Bank of New Zealand, sixth issue - provisional issue, 1916-18, ten shillings Wellington, 1st March 1918, No 845395,
imprint of Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd, (L.453, P.S 215d, Robb 15g). Damage from tear at top left, folds and creases
otherwise very good and rare.
$1,400
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3024*
Bank of New Zealand, sixth issue, one pound, Wellington, undated, No.G129589, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co,
Ld. Engravers, London, booklet issue, (L.455, P.S212, Robb 14a). Fine and rare.
$2,000

3025*
Bank of New Zealand, sixth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st March 1916, No.G669401, imprint of Bradbury, Wilkinson
& Co, Ld. Engravers, London, booklet issue, (L.455, P.S212, Robb 14a). Ink spots and pin-hole at right otherwise good
fine and rare.
$2,000
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3026*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1918, No. 786823, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London (L.456, P.S223, Robb 16gi). Hole in centre, many creases otherwise very good with good colour.
$800

3027*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 April 1920, No. B 012260, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London, with 10 in top corners, (L.456, P.S222, Robb 16gi). Toning spots bottom right edge otherwise very
good.
$800

3028*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 Sep 1917 (ink rubber stamped date) No 667034 (L.460,
P.S225, Robb 16a) without No7 issue on back. A full note with heavy quarter folds otherwise good fine/ nearly fine.
$700
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3029*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 April 1924, No. EF661854, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co Engravers London, (L.460, P.S226, Robb 16a). Quarterfolds otherwise crisp extremely fine.
$1,500

3030*
Bank of New Zealand, seventh issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1918, No. 390891, imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson
& Co. Ld. London, printed date, words on reverse, (L.461, P.S227, Robb 16b). Many minor folds and creases, fine.
$1,800
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3031*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1925, No. A229947, uniform issue (L.465, P.S.231,
Robb 17g var). Signature ink present on back, folds otherwise good very fine.
$1,000

3032*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1928, No. B 273838, Uniform Issue. (L.466,
P.S232, Robb 17g). Fine.
$400

3033*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1929, No. B 752280, Uniform Issue. (L.466,
P.S232, Robb 17g). Several creases, minute pin-holes otherwise fine and very scarce.
$600
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3034*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 October 1932, No. D 232149, Uniform Issue. (L.466,
P.S232, Robb 17g). Top right corner missing, several creases, otherwise fine and very scarce.
$400

3035*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1928, No F 299, 011 (L.468, P.S234, Robb 17a).
Very good.
$200

3036*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 October 1929, No.G 784495 , straight bank name, red
serial numbers, uniform issue, (L.468, P.S234, Robb 17aii). Centrefold otherwise extremely fine and very rare in this
condition.
$1,800
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3037*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 October 1929, No.H 702390, straight bank name, red serial
numbers, uniform issue, (L.468, P.S234, Robb 17aii). Folds and creases otherwise nearly very fine.
$800
3038
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1929 No.H786,896 (L.468, P.S234, Robb 17a.
ii). Fair.
$120

3039*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1927, No.711549, arched bank name, black serial
numbers, uniform issue, (L.469, P.S235A, Robb 17b). Vertical folds otherwise good fine.
$1,000

3040*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1928, No.A 023714, arched bank name, black serial
numbers, uniform issue, (L.469, P.S235A, Robb 17b). Small tears along creases top, left, right edges otherwise fine.
$750
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3041*
Bank of New Zealand, eighth issue, ten pounds, Wellington, 1 October 1928, No.127028, curved bank name, black serial
numbers, uniform issue, (L.471, P.S237, Robb 17c). Some creases and folds, with two biro notations on back, otherwise
nearly fine and rare.
$1,200

3042*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, second issue, proof fifty pounds, Christchurch, 187-, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co.
London. ‘From this’ (cf.L.557, P.S266, Robb 20e). Tipping marks rear corners, top left corner missing and tone spot
otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$800
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3043*
Colonial Bank of New Zealand, specimen one pound, Dunedin, 1st March 18-, discordant serials, No.S/Z 290001, S/Z
365000 imprint of Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. Engravers London, perforated ‘Specimen B W & Co London’ in three lines
(L.558, P.S267, Robb 21a). Nearly uncirculated.
$1,500

3044*
Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st June 1929, No. 262487, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall, London. E.C., (L.484, P.S281, Robb 24g). Folds and crases, very good.
$800
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3045*
Commercial Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st January 1926, No. A 327624, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London Wall, London. E.C., (L.485, P.S282, Robb 24a.ii). Faint writing on back otherwise
nearly fine.
$600

3046*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, first issue, fifty pounds, Auckland, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co London (L.494,
P.S295, Robb 26e). Small piece from bottom right corner missing, tipping marks on back otherwise crisp good very fine.
$800
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3047*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 January 1916, A068284, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.506, P.S307, Robb 27a). Left margin toned otherwise very fine.
$1,200

3048*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, second issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 January 1917, A 424318 imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.506, P.S307, Robb 27a). Creases, top left edge torn otherwise nearyl fine and scarce.
$600
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3049*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1 July 1933, A/B 057745, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.511, P.S316, Robb 29g). Heavy centrefold, tear top edge otherwise good colour, nearly
fine.
$600

3050*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 December 1925, C943418, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Minor folds and creases otherwise fine.
$500

3051*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 June 1926, D425417, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Creases and folds, slightly dirty, nearly very fine.
$800
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3052*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 Nov 1927, D760052, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. Ld. London, (L.512, P.S317, Robb 29a). Hole at bottom left, two vertical folds, toning otherwise good fine.
$500

3053*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st July 1929, E599434, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.512, P.S317, Robb.29a). Numerous folds and some foxing, otherwise nearly fine.
$550

3054*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, second issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 January 1919, 61442, imprint Perkins,
Bacon & Co. Ld. London, (L.513, P.S318, Robb 29b). Many creases and folds, edges frayed, very good and very scarce.
$800
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3055*
National Bank of New Zealand Limited, fourth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 Dec 1925, J 52148, imprint Perkins, Bacon
& Co. Ld. London (L.513, P.S318, Robb 29b). Minor centrefold holes, creases and folds otherwise fine and scarce.
$1,500

3056*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, third issue, uniface ten pounds on cardboard, Nelson, 1st March 1879, not numbered,
unsigned printers proof, imprint of Perkins, Bacon & Co. London, with three cancellation holes in signature field (L.526,
P.S358, Rob 35c). Tipping paper adhesions on back, corners trimmed otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$800
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3057*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 March 1905, No. 3/N 843707, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Ld. London, (L.532, P.S362b, Robb 36a). Good fine/ fine and very rare.
$2,200

3058*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1 March 1905, No. 4/N 388981, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Ld. London, (L.532, P.S362b, Robb 36a). Many minor creases and folds, otherwise fine and very
rare.
$2,400
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3059*
The Union Bank of Australia Limited, fourth issue, five pounds, Wellington, 1 March 1905, No. 3/N 96710, imprint
of Waterlow & Sons Ld. London Wall, London., (L.535, P.S363b, Robb 36b). Many creases and folds, minor holes in
centrefold, otherwise very good and rare.
$1,200

3060*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, ten shillings, Wellington, 1st October 1923, No.2/N 602857, imprint of
Waterlow & Sons Limited, London (L.542, P.S371a, Robb 37.g.ii). Creases and folds, otherwise fine.
$800

Lot 3061
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3061*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 5/N 604329, imprint of Waterlow
& Sons. Ld London (L.543;P.S372a; Robb 37a). Good very fine/ very fine and rare in this condition.
$1,400

3062*
Union Bank of Australia Limited, fifth issue, one pound, Wellington, 1st October 1923, 5/N 369951, imprint of Waterlow
& Sons. Ld London (L.543;P.S372a; Robb 37a). Many folds and creases otherwise nearly fine.
$1,000
3063
National Mortgage and Agency Company of New Zealand, Sola of Exchange on the Bank of New Zealand, £231.17.1,
issued Melbourne 31st July 1899 and payable in Tasmania; Bank of New Zealand, Melbourne Branch, unissued cheque
193. Printed by Sands & McDougall Pty Ltd. Very fine, extremely fine. (2)
$80

3064*
Dominion of New Zealand, money order, two shillings and four pence, number 476, 24 Jan 1928, Moray Place, Dunedin,
payable at the post office Philadelphia, Pa., USA, hand signed by the Postmaster RJ Anderson. Very fine and very rare.
$600
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3065*
Dominion of New Zealand, War Loan Certificate, one pound, 6674, August 23 1916, handsigned by H. Bussey, with
printed name of Joseph George Ward, Minister of Finance, post office franked at Ellerslie, N.Z. Watermarked paper “New
Zealand Postal Note”. 15mm tear at right, otherwise very fine and excessively rare.
$600
A previously un-recorded item of New Zealand’s numismatic history.

3066
World War II, 2NZ Con. Depot Canteen, card voucher for 1 and 2 cents, signed in ink (2 different signatories) (see
Sutherland, NZNJ 1948 vol 4, No3, plate 11). Fine. (2)
$200

3067*
World War II, 4 NZ General Hospital Canteen, card vouchers for 5 and 10 cents, signed in ink. Nearly extremely fine
and rare. (2)
$350
3068
World War II, 3 NZ DIV SIGS, card canteen vouchers, ten cents, serial 108, twenty five cents, serial III (see A. Sutherland
in NZNJ 1948 vol 4, no.3, plate II). Fine. (2)
$200
3069
George Court & Sons Limited, store notes, halfcrown No.31542, ten shillings No.41807 and one pound No.31542, c.
late 1940’s to early 1950’s. Uncirculated and rare. (3)
$50
George Court & Sons Ltd (Auckland’s leading uptown store), was situated in Karangahape Road. While the building still exists, the store closed many
years ago. All notes have common back but differ in colour.

3070
New Zealand, British Postal Orders for one shilling (Forbury, 18.7.1960) and five shillings (Sth Dunedin, 1.10.1962). The
first without counterfoil, the second with 555 written in pen at top, otherwise very fine and scarce. (2)
$100
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3071
Nelson Tourist Currency, specimen one dollar 1969. Also five sets of plastic training coins for decimalisation one cent to
fifty cents made by Martin Plastics in Levin N.Z. 1967. Uncirculated. (26)
$40

3072*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, ten shillings, 1st August 1934, number letter, 1Y 378664 (L.602, P.154). Nearly extremely
fine.
$800

3073*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, letter only, A 183091 (L.604, P.155). Nearly uncirculated and
rare in this condition.
$2,500
3074
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, letter only, D 395884 (L.603, P.155). Fine.
$70
3075
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, 4C 575299 (L.604, P155). Paper clip stain top of pack and two
vertical folds otherwise good very fine.
$150
3076
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, one pound, 1st August 1934, number - letter, 1A 565246 (L.604, P.155). Rust spots otherwise
very good.
$50
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3077*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, five pounds, 1st August 1934, number letter, 3K 120377 (L.606, P.156). Good extremely fine
and rare thus.
$3,000

3078*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, fifty pounds, 1st August 1934, letter only T 038540 (L.607, P.157). Evidence of a centre fold,
crisp extremely fine and very rare in this condition, one of the finest known and the finest we have handled.
$20,000

3079*
Reserve Bank, L.Lefeaux, fifty pounds, 1st August 1934, letter only, T 027045 (L.607, P.157). 6mm tear in top margin,
otherwise very fine and very rare.
$6,800
3080
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), ten shillings, number over date 2/54 324375 (P.158a); one pound, letter over date,
D/51 441283 (P.159a). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (2)
$150
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3081
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one pound, D/51 450918 (L.612, P.159a). Horizontal crease otherwise extremely
fine.
$70
3082
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one pound, H/54 904358/8 (L.612, P.159a) identical serial numbers error notes.
Very fine and very rare. (2)
$2,000
3083
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), one pound, number over letter, 0/M 647353 (P.159a). Nearly uncirculated.
$100
3084
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), five pounds, 4/R 648336 (L.614, P.160a). Nearly uncirculated.
$150
3085
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), five pounds, 1940-1955, number/letter 5/R 758763-4, a consecutive pair (L.614,
P.160a); one pound, third issue G.Wilson (1955-56), letter number H/5 688154 ( L.620, P.159b). Nearly extremely fine.
(3)
$50

3086*
Reserve Bank, T.P.Hanna (1940-55), fifty pounds, O/U 232856 (L.616, P.162a). Nearly uncirculated.
$3,000
3087
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten shillings, 1E 317827 (L.628, P.158c). Paper clip crease left margin otherwise
extremely fine.
$80
3088
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten shillings, number letter, 7K 929298, 9A 885227, 9S 499400 (L.628, P.158c).
Extremely fine or better. (3)
$80
3089
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten shillings, number letter with security thread 3H 937903, 7S 631760, 8Y787967
(P.158d). Good very fine - good extremely fine. (3)
$40
3090
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten shillings; one pound, T.P.Hanna, G.Wilson, Fleming (2); five pounds Hanna,
Wilson, Fleming; ten pounds, Fleming (P.158-161). Fine - extremely fine. (9)
$100
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3091
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one pound, ten shillings 3A 067456, one pound 087 33367, five pounds E2 438344,
ten pounds AE 436824 (P.158d, 159c, 160c, 161d). Some tears on bottom border of last note, good fine - extremely fine.
(4)
$40
3092
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one pound, 130 321113 (L.629, P.159d). Nearly uncirculated.
$30
3093
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), one pound, consecutive pair, with security thread, 284 749834/35 (P.159d). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$60
3094
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), five pounds, number number letter, various prefixes all with security thread (S.631,
P.160c). Very fine - extremely fine. (8)
$100

3095*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), ten pounds, pair with same seral AL 078055/5 (P.161d). Uncirculated and very
rare as such.
$4,000

3096*
Reserve Bank, R.N. Fleming (1956-67), fifty pounds, letter only, with security thread, R 199968 (P.162c). Uncirculated
and rare.
$3,200
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3097*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), fifty pounds R199979/80 (P.162c) consecutive pair. Uncirculated and rare thus. (2)
$6,000

3098*
Reserve Bank, R.N.Fleming (1956-67), twenty dollars,
letter letter, AA 000268 (P.167a). Uncirculated, a low serial
number of the first prefix.
$200

3100*
Reserve Bank, D.L. Wilks (1968-75), twenty dollars, star
replacement note, YJ 001963* (P.167b). Uncirculated and
very rare in this grade.
$900

3101
Reserve Bank, R.L.Knight (1975-77), five dollars, three
numbers, consecutive pair, 131 677425/26 (P.165c).
Uncirculated. (2)
$60

3099*
Reserve Bank, R.N. Fleming (1956-67), one hundred
dollars, one hundred dollars, letter only, G 000114 (P.168a).
Uncirculated, with very low serial number.
$1,500
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3102*
Reserve Bank, five dollars, R.L.Knight (1975-77), specimen,
095 000000, (P.165c), punch cancelled with ‘SPECIMEN’
in red front and back, De La Rue specimen stamp in top left
and bottom right corners back and front, specimen N0. 016
in margin. Nearly uncirculated and very rare.
$500

3107*
Reserve Bank, R.L. Knight (1975-77), one hundred dollars,
letter only, G 442124, (P.168b). Uncirculated.
$800

3103
Reserve Bank, R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, number
number letter, consecutive pair, 20Y 709985/86 (P.166c).
Uncirculated. (2)
$280

3104*
Reserve Bank, R.L. Knight (1975-77), ten dollars, star
replacement note, 99B 835239* (P.166c). Uncirculated and
scarce.
$400
3105
Reserve Bank, R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars,
letter letter, BS 000307 (P.167c). Uncirculated, scarce first
prefix.
$350

3108*
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie, first type (1977-81), two dollars,
‘butterfly’ or flap error, with partial serial number on back
of flap (P.163c). Very fine and rare.
$350
3109
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie (1977-81), ten dollars, number
number letter, 25H 000118, (P.166d). Uncirculated, with
low number from the first prefix.
$200
3110
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one, two,
five, ten and twenty dollars star replacement notes, first issue
prefixes (P.169a-173as). Uncirculated. (5)
$200

3106*
Reserve Bank, R.L. Knight (1975-77), twenty dollars, star
replacement note, YJ 087453* (P.167c). Uncirculated and
rare.
$700
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3111
Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type II, one dollar
to twenty dollars, all first serial prefix AA matched no’s
000238 special issue set (P.169a-173a). In blue album of
issue, uncirculated. (5)
$100

3112
Reserve Bank, H.R.Hardie (1981-85), type II, one dollar
to one hundred dollars, all first prefix AA matched no’s
000235 special issue set (P.169a-175a). In blue album of
issue, uncirculated. (7)
$450

3118
Reserve Bank, D.T.Brash (1989-91), one dollar to fifty
dollars,with prefix letters AMJ, ENF, JHG, NXN, THT, XBJ
all with the same number 000052, special issue set, (P.169cP174b). Uncirculated. (6)
$300

3113
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie (1981-85), one dollar to one
hundred dollars,with prefix letters AAA, EAA, JAA, NAA,
TAA, XAA, YAA all with the same number 000196, special
issue set (P.169a - P175a). Uncirculated. (7)
$500

3119
Reserve Bank, D.T. Brash ND(1990), ten dollars, sponsors
prefixes MBL 000013, FTC 000013, RNZ 000013, special
issue (P.CS176). Uncirculated with a very low number. (3)
$250
3120
Reserve Bank, D.T. Brash ND(1999), ten dollars, AE99
868566, error note, missing first four digits (8685) in top
serial (P.186). Very fine and scarce.
$100
3121
Reserve Bank, D.T. Brash (1992-99), fifty dollars, BB809999/
BB810000, consecutive pair, (P.180). Uncirculated.
$150

3114*
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, one
dollar, specimen, AAA 000000, overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’
horizontally in red three times on front and once on
back, perforated with the word specimen twice (P.169a).
Uncirculated and very rare.
$500

3115*
Reserve Bank, H.R. Hardie (1981-85), type II, two dollars,
error note, missing both serial numbers (P.165c). A 5mm tear
in top margin, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$500
3116
Reserve Bank, S.T. Russell (1985-89), one dollar to one
hundred dollars,with prefix letters AGW, EHG, JDS, NJR,
TCT, YAB, all with the same number 000185, special issue
set (P.169b - P.175b). Uncirculated. (6)
$400
3117
Reserve Bank, S.T.Russell (1985-89), five dollars, star
replacement notes, JA 948877/78*, consecutive pair,
(P.171b); D.T. Brash, second type, (1992-1999), replacement
notes, ZZ025667/68, consecutive pair (P.177); ten dollars,
replacement notes, ZZ 005509/10, consecutive pair (P.178).
Uncirculated. (6)
$220
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3122
Reserve Bank, D.T. Brash, fifty dollar banknote/fifty dollar
phonecard, 1995, collector issue in folder. Uncirculated.
$100

